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The applied magnetic field is same everywhere in sample. 

Field at the nucleus is reduced because of electron density 
so each chemically distinct H has a slightly different resonant frequency
i.e., CHEMICAL SHIFT

NMR Spectroscopy vs. MRI: 316-17 Lec 41
Mon 20nov17
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For MRI (magnetic resonance imaging):

Applied field is deliberately made to vary across the sample.

Frequency set to ONLY MEASURE WATER

Then, protons in different parts of sample will resonate at different frequency

Only because of POSITION;  

NOT because of different chemical shift

MRI Detects primarily two things:
(1) amount of water at different positions

(2) and direction of diffusion (more difficult)



Using color to indicate frequency in different parts of the sample

(because low field)
(because high field)
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Now we return to NMR and learn the reality at 300K:

Divide energy by Planck’s constant x speed of light in cm/sec

∆E=hν

down

up

Boltzmann:

Ratio of spin up/spin down:

At room temperature  only 0.01 % more in lowest state than in 
highest state.  

(about the ratio of the atmospheric pressure between the floor and 
ceiling in this room!)
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∆E=hν

down

up

At room temperature
only 0.01 % more in
lowest state than in
highest state

Resonant frequency is RADIO FREQUENCY;
Wavlength is ~ ½ meter, so
Entire sample literally feels oscillating magnetic field.

chmy361 Lec41
Mon 20nov17

Einstein pointed out that excitation is stimulated from 
the high state to low state at same rate as excitation 
upwards. 
(predicted LASERS 60 years before they could be 
created)
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Although the there are two quantum “energy levels”:
spin up and spin down, there is a continuous mixture.
The spins are all in superposition states.

If the temperature = 1 billion K,  the SAME would be said of the 1s and 2p orbitals of 
the H atom
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Quantum Concept:  Superposition.
A molecule may be “in” more than one state at once!

Ψup and Ψdown are “orbitals” i.e., wavefunctions for the nuclear spin.
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The electron density would oscillate
back and forth, and would be in
RESONANCE with high frequency light
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Although the there are two quantum “energy levels”:
spin up and spin down, there is a continuous mixture.
The spins are all in superposition states.

The squares of the coefficients gives probability to observe in the up or down state
i.e.,  c2

up + c2
down = 1
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Quantum Concept:  Superposition.
A molecule may be “in” more than one state at once!

Ψup and Ψdown are “orbitals” i.e., wavefunctions for the nuclear spin.

The Time Dependent Schrodinger Equation says that the individual parts oscillate at a 
frequency given by their energy/Plancks constant & cause PRECESSION

The lines pointing in all 
directions give an idea of 
the proportion of spin up 
and spin down for each of 
the spins.  

The relative signs of cup
and cdown give direction
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Each spin precessing.

Tipping because the applied 
pulse can only
interact with those individual 
spins that are in phase with 
the pulse—a small 
percentage of the many spins

The whole magnet will tip by 
an angle proportional 
to how long the pulse is on.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spin_echo

Result of an very short INTENSE pulse of radio frequency light
A very short pulse contains many
frequencies.  That is, it may be
expressed as a linear combination
of many cosine and sine waves.
i.e., its Fourier Transform has
frequencies.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spin_echo
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spin_echo

very short pulse contains many
frequencies

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spin_echo
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This is the Fourier Transform of the “free induction decay” from Figure 14.5

These are amounts and frequencies that when summed give the 
free induction decay from the short intense pulse of radio frequencey
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